ACU/X-Co/IPG

The Iron Bridge

QATAR - KUWAIT - UAE - EGYPT - JORDAN
Part 1
Infrastructure Development & Mobilisation
International Power Generators
Regional Operations/Fleet

- Jordan: 2 Reactors
- Egypt: 12 Reactors
- Saudi Arabia: 18 Reactors
- Kuwait: 4 Reactors
- Qatar: 2 Reactors
- UAE: 2 Reactors
A New Force in Nuclear Power Construction Support

100 Naval Reactors Constructed
ACU NAT/SEC Critical Facilities
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Enrichment & Fuels
International Power Generators
Component & Fuel Shipping

Heavy parts and new fuel
TN/OH & VA
St Petersburg
KSA
Vladivostok

Spent fuel return system
ACU/TVEL
International Power Generators

Reinforced Multilateral Reactor Security
X-Co Dynamics Reactor Security +
Iran Asymmetrical Warfare
24/7-365 Reactor/Regional Security
X-Co X Satellites

Type A / Type B
Focused collection on the targets needed for protection and warning

1000’s of space based collections per day…with over 200 passes overhead

X-Co Constellation - unstoppable reconnaissance over ME and Iran
Launch Platform is self-powered, but can be faster shipped on a 'heavy lift vessel'
‘Suez’ Alternative Route
14,875 nm / 50 days @ 12,5 kt’s
Suez Canal Bridge
Height 70 mtr / max allowable 68 mtr
(223 feet)
ACU X-Co DYNAMICS

Total Regional Security
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Part 2
Reactor Construction
40
Illustrative Pipeline Routing – Trans Syria